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Department of Computer Science and Engineering has organized an expert talk on 

“A practical Approach on Data Science” for second & third years of CSE students. 

Dr.Durga prasad K, Data Analyst/Data Scientist who is currently working at 

AILT-USA was the guest speaker of the event.  

Dr.Srinivasa Rao, Principal, Dr.T.Venugopal, Dean of student welfare, Dr.S.Shanthi, 

HOD-CSE  also joined the event on  gracing the occasion. The event has begun with lighting 

the lamp ceremony with all the dignitaries. The Venue for the event was at MRCET 

Auditorium and the expert talk was held between 1.30 pm to 3.30 pm. 

Dr.T.Venugopal, Dean of student welfare, MRCET, has stated about the Data Science 

importance and its future requirements. He also insists students to gain knowledge on current 

technology. Dr.S.Shanthi, HOD-CSE ,MRCET has addressed students with the demand and 

opportunities in Data Science, where it can be a booming field and it was predicted with 

millions of opportunities till 2030. So, she insists students to make the best use of this expert 

talk. 

Dr.Durga Prasad K, Data Analyst/Data Scientist, has started the speech with a query 

students on ROM BIOS and the computer results based on Binary, Decimal values. He gave 

introduction and history about Data Science. He also explained about the roles and 

responsibility of Data Scientist/Analyst. Also, he explained with a real time project on 

predicting flight fare and salary of employee. Finally, he insists students to develop their 

skills on both front end and back end to become a Data Analyst/Data Scientist. 

Dr.Durga Prasad K, Guest speaker was felicitated by Dr.T.Venugopal, Dean of 

student welfare and Dr.S.Shanthi, HOD/CSE  with a shawl and memento as a token of 

gratitude. 

Finally Dr.S.Shanthi,HOD,CSE, has thanked guest speaker Dr.Durga prasad K for his 

acceptance and presence. Also, she thanked the event co-ordinator Mrs.Chandusha for 



organizing the event in a smooth way of conduct, also thanked our Principal and management 

for providing the opportunity and facility for conducting the event. 
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